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Diana Fraser

Getting the books diana fraser now is not type of inspiring means. You could not abandoned going like books stock or library or borrowing from your links to get into them. This is an definitely easy means to specifically acquire guide by on-line. This online notice diana fraser can be one of the options to accompany you in

the manner of having further time.

It will not waste your time. agree to me, the e-book will certainly song you other event to read. Just invest tiny times to retrieve this on-line pronouncement diana fraser as competently as review them wherever you are now.

Awakened by the Sheikh Diana Fraser 2020-11-17 At 5'2" Cara Devlin is used to being overlooked... until she speaks. It had been her sexy voice that had won

her the voice-overs ads and it's her velvet tones that lands her the job as translator to the King of Ma'in--a job with a salary that will ensure she can leave Ma'in

and make a fresh start. A new beginning away from the country where her soon-to-be ex-husband betrayed her, and her family, for his own gain. Just one

more week in Ma'in and then she'll be free to begin a new life.

Desert Kings Complete Boxed Set (Books 1-6) Diana Fraser Escape to the lands of the Desert Kings with this boxed set of six contemporary romances

containing the complete series. You'll find powerful sheikhs, strong women, and mystery and intrigue. So pour a glass of something long and cool and sit back

and enjoy the heat and passion which await you in the land of the Desert Kings. Wanted: A Wife for the Sheikh (Book 1) Crown Prince Malek of Sumaira needs

the respectability of a wife—fast. Or at least his country does. And his new PA is happy to help him find one. After looking after her sick mother for years, the

last thing Sophie wants is to be tied down. But will the idea of being tied down by this Michael Fassbender clone become an obsession she needs to get out of

her system before it’s too late. The Sheikh’s Bargain Bride (Book 2) The ultimate controlling sheikh, Zahir Al-Zaman is so obsessed with freedom-loving Anna

Whitman that he traps her into marriage. But he won’t force her into his bed; he has his strategies for seduction. Despite an intense attraction, Anna refuses to

be seduced because she won’t have a relationship based on lies. But how can she reveal secrets that will destroy the beliefs he holds most dear? The

Sheikh’s Lost Lover (Book 3) When commitment-phobe Lucy finds herself falling for the King of Sitra, she wants to run. But she can’t. He’s her only clue to her

missing sister. Razeen is determined to do his duty as King, even if it means an arranged marriage. But he has two weeks before he has to choose a wife.

Two weeks in which to have an affair with Lucy. What could go wrong? Awakened by the Sheikh (Book 4) Cara Devlin’s sexy voice lands her the job as

translator to the King of Ma’in with a salary that will ensure she can leave Ma’in, and the painful memories of a husband who used her, and start afresh. King

Tariq is devoted to his children, his country and remaining single. He soon realizes Cara could prove useful in his business negotiations... but only providing

she doesn’t know she’s being used. Claimed by the Sheikh (Book 5) With an arranged, love-free marriage looming, Prince Sahmir of Ma’in is enjoying his last

night in Paris when Aurora runs by, fleeing for her life. All Rory wants is to regain the estates her father lost to the Russian mafia. She hadn't planned on being

kidnapped by the Russian, or living with a sheikh and she certainly hadn’t planned on a baby. Wanted: A Baby by the Sheikh (Book 6) “You walked away from

our wedding and kept on walking. And I hear nothing from you for a year, except a trail of credit card charges. Now you return saying you want our baby. What

the hell is going on, Taina?” But Finnish heiress, Taina, can't answer Prince Daidan's question without destroying his world. So Daidan comes up with a

proposal of his own...

The Billionaire's Contract Marriage Diana Fraser 2022-10-30 A hard-hearted billionaire, a secret heiress, bound together in a marriage which neither wants.

Sebastian Richmond returns to England to take over the estate he’s inherited after his father dies, only to find his tyrannical father has played one last trick on

him—he has to marry to inherit. And not just anyone. He has to marry the daughter of his father’s mistress. With a heart hardened by his cruel upbringing,

Sebastian never had any intention of marrying. But now, it seems, he has no choice. Indra Anand was seventeen when her mother became Charles

Richmond’s mistress. Indra grew to love her step-father who doted on both her and her mother. He taught her how to manage the estate but she’d never

imagined she’d inherit it. And she certainly never imagined he would be so cruel as to insist on marriage to the infamous Sebastian—his ruthless eldest son.

But Sebastian will do whatever it takes to inherit the estate which had belonged to his beloved mother’s family. Besides, marriages don't last forever—do they?

The Billionaire's Contract Marriage is the first book in Diana's British Billionaires series. Look out for Sebastian's brothers' stories in late 2022: 1. The

Billionaire’s Contract Marriage (Sebastian) 2. The Billionaire's Impossible CEO (Alexander) 3. The Billionaire's Secret Baby (Harrison) Other books by Diana

Fraser: Italian Romance 1. The Italian’s Perfect Lover 2. Seduced by the Italian 3. The Passionate Italian 4. An Accidental Christmas The Sheikhs of Havilah 1.

The Sheikh’s Secret Baby 2. Bought by the Sheikh 3. The Sheikh’s Forbidden Lover 4. Surrender to the Sheikh 5. Taken for the Sheikh's Harem Secrets of the

Sheikhs 1. The Sheikh’s Revenge by Seduction 2. The Sheikh’s Secret Love Child 3. The Sheikh’s Marriage Trap Desert Kings 1. Wanted: A Wife for the

Sheikh 2. The Sheikh’s Bargain Bride 3. The Sheikh's Lost Lover 4. Awakened by the Sheikh 5. Claimed by the Sheikh 6. Wanted: A Baby by the Sheikh

Diamond Sheikhs Boxed Set (The Complete Series) Diana Fraser Three powerful, sexy sheikhs, three women on a mission, and a mysterious diamond… When

three historians gather in the hallowed halls of an ancient British university, they decide they can solve the mystery. They have the knowledge, they have the

determination, and each woman has a compelling need to find it. They identify the most likely places the diamond will be found and take it in turns to travel to

the remote country of Sifra to solve the mystery. This boxed set contains all three of their stories—three contemporary, page-turning romances: At the Sheikhs

Command (Darrius and Leonora) A powerful, sexy sheikh, a woman on a mission, and a second-chance romance... At the Sheikh's Bidding (Amare and Janey)

A controlling sheikh, a woman determined to be free, and a second-chance romance... At the Sheikh’s Pleasure (Zaire and Rosana) A grieving sheikh and a

distrustful academic hunt for a mythical diamond, discovering love amidst ancient secrets and their own wounded hearts. So forget the craziness of our real

world, settle down in a comfy chair with your favorite pet, drink and chocolate, and lose yourself in the passion and intrigue which await you in the mysterious

country of Sifra! Warning: this boxed set contains powerful sheikhs, strong-minded women, and the bedroom door remains open!

Trusting Him Diana Fraser 2014-09-02 Passion wasn't high on Rose's agenda growing up in poverty: survival was, independence was, but not the crazy,

elemental passion that she'd found with Giovanni Visconti. But, after a year together, the passion had twisted into jealousy and control and Rose had

disappeared--seemingly unable to deal with her husband's passionate nature. But, two years later, Giovanni tracks Rose down. He's discovered something that

makes him realize that there was more to Rose's departure than he'd first thought, and he's determined to control his jealous passions in order to prove to his

wife that she can trust him. But Rose is keeping secrets from him--secrets with the potential to destroy more than just their relationship...

Women in Danger Diana Fraser 1901 Don’t you love it when you stumble across your favorite theme in a book—such as secret baby, second chance, enemies

to lovers, or women in danger? As an author of over thirty books I thought it would be fun to select books from my catalog and combine them together by

theme. So I did, and my Desert Duets was born! So pour yourself a cup or glass of your favorite drink, some chocolates (of course), get comfy, and spoil

yourself with a double helping of your favorite type of romance! —Women in Danger— A woman in jeopardy, a man determined to protect, a forbidden love…

**Claimed by the Sheikh** With an arranged, love-free marriage looming, Prince Sahmir of Ma’in is enjoying his last night in Paris when Aurora runs by, fleeing

for her life. All Rory wants is to regain the estates her father lost to the Russian mafia. She hadn't planned on being kidnapped by the Russian, or living with a

sheikh and she certainly hadn’t planned on a baby. **The Sheikh’s Forbidden Lover** Forced apart for the sake of peace! A playboy sheikh determined to

ignore his heart, a beautiful sheikha for whom duty comes first. And a brief, passionate affair which leads to complications… *** The Desert Duets series

includes: Secret Baby Second Chance Enemies to Lovers Women in Danger

At the Sheikh's Pleasure Diana Fraser 2023-12-18 A grieving sheikh and a distrustful academic hunt for a mythical diamond, discovering love amidst ancient

secrets and their own wounded hearts. Sheikh Zaire’s heart lies buried with his beloved. He's rebuilt his life as a ruler of a desert kingdom beset by threats

from neighboring countries. Enter Rosana, a fiery academic clawing her way from the ashes of an oppressive past. Driven by the hunt for a legendary diamond,

she lands in Zaire’s domain, a whirlwind of defiance and captivating beauty. Thrust together by forces beyond their control, Zaire and Rosana embark on a

quest for the Bahr Al Noor diamond through sun-scorched dunes and ancient palaces. As they chase the whispers of the lost gem, they discover a treasure far

more precious—a love neither dared to believe possible. Yet, Rosana's past casts long shadows, leaving her guarded and untrusting. Zaire, haunted by grief,

clings to a heart he thought forever turned to stone. Can Zaire break free from the shackles of his past and learn to love again? Can Rosana shed the armor

forged in betrayal and open her heart to a man who offers not just a crown, but a love that defies the sands of time? Unravel the secrets of the desert in this

passionate tale of a sheikh, a scholar, and a diamond that holds the key to their destinies. Diana's Books —Diamond Sheikhs-- At the Sheikh’s Command At

the Sheikh’s Bidding At the Sheikh’s Pleasure --Secrets of the Sheikhs-- The Sheikh's Revenge by Seduction The Sheikh's Secret Love Child The Sheikh's

Marriage Trap --The Sheikhs of Havilah-- The Sheikh’s Secret Baby Bought by the Sheikh The Sheikh’s Forbidden Lover Surrender to the Sheikh Taken for the

Sheikh's Harem --Desert Kings-- Wanted: A Wife for the Sheikh The Sheikh's Bargain Bride The Sheikh's Lost Lover Awakened by the Sheikh Claimed by the

Sheikh Wanted: A Baby by the Sheikh --British Billionaires-- The Billionaire's Contract Marriage The Billionaire's Impossible CEO The Billionaire's Secret Baby --

Italian Romance-- The Italian’s Perfect Lover Seduced by the Italian The Passionate Italian An Accidental Christmas --Medieval Romance Written as Saskia

Knight-- Claiming His Lady Seducing His Lady Awakening His Lady Defending His Lady Honoring His Lady

Yours to Cherish Diana Fraser 2020-11-28 A promise made to a loved one, a secret to be kept for six months, a truth which could tear them apart...

Archaeologist Madeleine MacGillivray arrives in Akaroa, New Zealand, with a backpack and a story she refuses to tell. Mysterious women are a weakness of Dr

Gabriel Connelly's-especially if they're beautiful. But, despite an undeniable chemistry, Madeleine insists on remaining friends only. However, Gabe has six

months in which to change her mind; six months in which to unlock the mystery surrounding the lovely, mysterious Madeleine. But, after he discovers the truth,

will he wish he hadn't? Lantern Bay Yours to Give Yours to Treasure Yours to Cherish Yours to Keep The Mackenzies A Place Called Home The View from

Cliff House Escape to Shelter Springs What You See in the Stars Second Chance at Whisper Creek Summer at the Lakehouse Café

The Sheikh's Forbidden Lover Diana Fraser 2020-08-31 A playboy sheikh, and a beautiful sheikha, born to be enemies. Sheikh Roshan al-Haidar has no

problem agreeing to a loveless, arranged marriage for the sake of peace. After all, how can you love when you have a heart of stone? But after a passionate

encounter at a masquerade ball, Roshan becomes obsessed with a mysterious blonde. When Shakira meets Roshan at the ball she has no clue as to his

identity. And, although she’s playing a dangerous game, she stays with him for two days after she realizes who he is because she wants to do something for

herself for a change, not for her family and country. But their time together runs out, her identity becomes known and suddenly all hell breaks loose… The

Sheikhs of Havilah The Sheikh’s Secret Baby Bought by the Sheikh The Sheikh’s Forbidden Lover Surrender to the Sheikh Taken for the Sheikh's Harem

Secrets of the Sheikhs The Sheikh’s Revenge by Seduction The Sheikh’s Secret Love Child The Sheikh’s Marriage Trap Desert Kings Wanted: A Wife for the

Sheikh The Sheikh’s Bargain Bride The Sheikh's Lost Lover Awakened by the Sheikh Claimed by the Sheikh Wanted: A Baby by the Sheikh

Wanted Diana Fraser 2016-06-03 Crown Prince Malek of Sumaira needs a wife. Fast. Or at least his country does. Malek was happy living the life of an

international lawyer, but when his brother disappears he has no choice but to become ruler of one of the Middle East's most wealthy and turbulent countries.

He needs respect, he needs stability, he needs a wife-preferably with no history-fast. And Sophie, his new PA, is more than happy to help him find one. She's

landed the dream job-well paid, lots of travel and no time for love. Computer-whizz Sophie has hardly left the house for the past few years while she's cared for

her mother. And now, with her mother gone, she's determined never to be tied down again. But will working day in, day out, with this Michael Fassbender clone

make Sophie change her mind? Will the idea of being tied down by him become something she thinks about obsessively, something she needs to get out of

her system before it's too late for either of them... Wanted: A Wife for the Sheikh is a prequel to the Desert Kings series and begins when Anna and Zahir (from

The Sheikh's Bargain Bride) first meet.

Lucy and the Sheikh Diana Fraser 2013-06-01 A love affair that must not last... Lucy Gee sails to Sitra to find her missing sister, Maia, who was last seen in

the arms of the King. Lucy doesn't do long-term relationships but when she meets the King she falls for him hard. She just has to control her attraction long

enough to find Maia, but not long enough so she loses her heart. Two weeks should do it. Sheikh Razeen ibn Shad was never meant to be King. But, with his

father and brother both dead, he's determined to do his duty, even if it means entering into an arranged marriage with a Sitran Princess. But he has two weeks

before he has to choose a wife. Two weeks in which to have an affair with Lucy. What could go wrong?

Taken for the Sheikh's Harem Diana Fraser 2021-11-30 A powerful sheikh, a feminist academic, and a harem... Dr. Ashley Maitland is an academic who is

determined to leave her painful past behind her and forge a university career for herself—even if that means she has to write a sensational book about harems.

So she travels to the medieval country of Irem which is as mysterious as its king, Sheikh Zyir. But there she discovers that the only way she can complete her

research is to join the sheikh's harem! --The Sheikhs of Havilah-- The Sheikh’s Secret Baby Bought by the Sheikh The Sheikh’s Forbidden Lover Surrender to

the Sheikh Taken for the Sheikh's Harem --Secrets of the Sheikhs-- The Sheikh’s Revenge by Seduction The Sheikh’s Secret Love Child The Sheikh’s

Marriage Trap --Desert Kings-- Wanted: A Wife for the Sheikh The Sheikh’s Bargain Bride The Sheikh's Lost Lover Awakened by the Sheikh Claimed by the

Sheikh Wanted: A Baby by the Sheikh --Italian Romance-- The Italian's Perfect Love Seduced by the Italian The Passionate Italian An Accidental Christmas

The Lakehouse Cafe Diana Fraser 2017 Single mother and cafe manager Lizzi Burnett has moved on from her abusive ex-husband and is determined to never

be vulnerable again-even if that mean not trusting anyone. And she doesn't... not even Pete, who she first meets emerging from the lake like a kiwi Daniel

Craig. Pete has moved to New Zealand's Mackenzie country to start afresh. But some things he can't leave behind...

Perfect Diana Fraser 2014-09-01 Falling for the perfectly handsome Alessandro Cavour, Count di Montecorvio Rovella, is the last thing archaeologist Emily

Carlyle needs as she recovers from the physical and emotional scars inflicted by an ex-boyfriend. But she can't avoid him when she finds out he owns the

estate where she's discovered an ancient Roman site. Restoring one particular mosaic on the site has become an obsession with Emily - one which Alessandro

can't understand. He has no interest in digging up the past because, despite appearances, he bears his own scars. Consumed by guilt over the death of his

wife and son, commitment-shy Alessandro lives only for the pleasures of the present. But he hadn't reckoned on falling in love. And love, he discovers, forces

difficult choices...

The Marriage Trap Diana Fraser 2013-07-01 A shepherd's hut, twenty-four hours, a stranger..." It's not the perfect start to Gemma Winters' new life-another man

is the last thing she needs after the suffocating control of her ex. But, when she finds herself isolated with a ruggedly handsome stranger, the demands of her

body take over. Since his wife died, Callum Mackenzie's relationships have been strictly practical, with his only real love affair being with his land. But his family

wants him to re-marry and he wants heirs. When Gemma turns up, he begins to think marriage might be a possibility after all. Their twenty-four hours of

passion has shattering consequences-marriage and two people who are forced to face their worst fears...

Wanted: A Wife for the Sheikh Diana Fraser 2016-06-10 "Thank you Diana!!! Amazing story, so easily read, full of meaning, full of life, full of love. Can't wait to

start the next one." (Google Play review) "This book was amazing. I've read many similar romance novels but this one is so different from the others.The

characters feel real." (Amazon review) Crown Prince Malek of Sumaira needs the respectability of a wife—fast. Or at least his country does. And his new PA is

happy to help him find one. After looking after her sick mother for years, the last thing Sophie wants is to be tied down. But will the idea of being tied down by

this Michael Fassbender clone become an obsession she needs to get out of her system before it’s too late? --Desert Kings-- Wanted: A Wife for the Sheikh

The Sheikh's Bargain Bride The Sheikh's Lost Lover Awakened by the Sheikh Claimed by the Sheikh Wanted: A Baby by the Sheikh --The Sheikhs of Havilah--

The Sheikh’s Secret Baby Bought by the Sheikh The Sheikh’s Forbidden Lover Surrender to the Sheikh Taken for the Sheikh's Harem --Secrets of the

Sheikhs-- The Sheikh's Revenge by Seduction The Sheikh's Secret Love Child The Sheikh's Marriage Trap

Bought by the Sheikh Diana Fraser 2020-06-14 She was bought once, he’ll buy her again… A dysfunctional upbringing has made Sheikh Zavian bin Ameen Al

Rasheed distrustful of people—but he trusted Gabrielle. That is, until she betrayed him by accepting his father’s bribe to leave Zavian and his country. He’s left

shattered by the betrayal but with an obsession for her which only increases with time. Raised by her eccentric grandfather in the deserts of Taraq, Gabrielle

loves the country and Zavian so much that she leaves them. He’s to become King and he needs to marry a suitable Bedouin. So she accepts Zavian’s father’s

bribe to leave—it was the only way to make sure Zavian didn’t follow her—and, in so doing, exiles herself from the only home and man she’s ever loved. But a

year later, as wedding plans are underway, Zavian suspects Gabrielle is the ‘anonymous’ donor of one his country’s most precious artefacts, purchased for the

exact sum as the bribe. So he buys her services from her university in order to find out the truth and rid himself of his obsession. Besides, if Gabrielle can’t be

his wife, then why not his mistress? The Sheikhs of Havilah The Sheikh’s Secret Baby Bought by the Sheikh The Sheikh’s Forbidden Lover Surrender to the

Sheikh Taken for the Sheikh's Harem Secrets of the Sheikhs The Sheikh’s Revenge by Seduction The Sheikh’s Secret Love Child The Sheikh’s Marriage Trap

Desert Kings Wanted: A Wife for the Sheikh The Sheikh’s Bargain Bride The Sheikh's Lost Lover Awakened by the Sheikh Claimed by the Sheikh Wanted: A

Baby by the Sheikh

The Billionaire's Impossible CEO Diana Fraser 2023-01-31 He’s the billionaire boss, she’s his impossible CEO. He should, but he can’t let her go… Alexander

Richmond is ecstatic he’s been bequeathed ownership of the company he needs to drive his competitors into the ground. Now there’s nothing to stop him from

getting what he wants—global domination. There’s only one problem—his CEO. CEO Lily McGuire’s humble beginnings have made her tough and she’ll stop at

nothing to get what she wants—total control of the company which used to be her grandfather’s before Alexander Richmond’s father stole it from him. And now

his son is back and taking control of more than just the company. Something—or someone—has to give. One thing’s for sure, this could get very messy… The

Billionaire's Impossible CEO is the second book in Diana's British Billionaires series. 1. The Billionaire’s Contract Marriage (Sebastian) 2. The Billionaire's

Impossible CEO (Alexander) 3. The Billionaire's Secret Baby (Harrison) Other books by Diana Fraser: Italian Romance 1. The Italian’s Perfect Lover 2.

Seduced by the Italian 3. The Passionate Italian 4. An Accidental Christmas The Sheikhs of Havilah 1. The Sheikh’s Secret Baby 2. Bought by the Sheikh 3.

The Sheikh’s Forbidden Lover 4. Surrender to the Sheikh 5. Taken for the Sheikh's Harem Secrets of the Sheikhs 1. The Sheikh’s Revenge by Seduction 2.

The Sheikh’s Secret Love Child 3. The Sheikh’s Marriage Trap Desert Kings 1. Wanted: A Wife for the Sheikh 2. The Sheikh’s Bargain Bride 3. The Sheikh's

Lost Lover 4. Awakened by the Sheikh 5. Claimed by the Sheikh 6. Wanted: A Baby by the Sheikh

Italian Romance Boxed Set (Books 1—4) Diana Fraser

Seduced by the Italian Diana Fraser An emotional romance that pulls at the heart strings. Previously published as Her Retreat. Interior designer Isabella,

Contessa di Sorano, is skilled at creating beautiful facades that cover a multitude of sins, especially when it comes to herself. Behind her immaculate

appearance she hides a heart-breaking secret she's determined to keep. But when she's forced to sell the Castello Romitorio and accept a lucrative contract

from her ex lover, she can no longer avoid facing up to her painful past. Seven years earlier, Luca Vittori had been rejected by Isabella and he'd left Italy. But

now he's back to honor a promise he made to his grandmother to hire Isabella to redecorate the castello. He just wants it over and done with so he can return

to his home in Australia. Trouble is, he hadn't planned on re-igniting a passion he'd hoped was long dead—a passion which threatens to destroy before it can

heal... —Italian Romance— The Italian’s Perfect Lover Seduced by the Italian The Passionate Italian An Accidental Christmas —Desert Kings— Wanted: A Wife

for the Sheikh The Sheikh’s Bargain Bride The Sheikh’s Lost Lover Awakened by the Sheikh Claimed by the Sheikh Wanted: A Baby by the Sheikh —The

Sheikhs of Havilah— The Sheikh’s Secret Baby Bought by the Sheikh The Sheikh’s Forbidden Lover Surrender to the Sheikh —Secrets of the Sheikhs— The

Sheikh’s Revenge by Seduction The Sheikh’s Secret Love Child The Sheikh’s Marriage Trap

The Pa's Revenge Diana Fraser 2013-06-01 Cassandra Lee doesn't do emotion. Why would you want to feel anything when your son and father have died in

horrific circumstances? Why would you want to do anything other than exact revenge on the man you hold responsible for the tragedy? Revenge is her only

focus so she studies his business and revamps her image with the aim of becoming his PA and sabotaging his fortune. And Dallas Mackenzie's wealth is

important to him. He's restored his family's fortunes after his father nearly lost everything through drink, violence and deceit. He believes he's inherited his

father's violent temper and alcoholism and is determined not to succumb to them. He values honesty above all else and focuses on working hard and avoiding

emotional attachment at any cost, even an empty life. But empty lives can be filled-at least for a short while-and Dallas sets out to seduce Cassandra.

Unfortunately seduction-and her body's responses to this arrogant, powerful and sexy man-wasn't something Cassandra could prepare for. She just hopes that

his interest-and her resistance-will hold out long enough to ruin him...

Yours to Give Diana Fraser 2017-11-05 A dare, a marriage, a happily ever after? Yours to Give is the first book in the Lantern Bay series of heartwarming,

contemporary women's fiction-high on emotion but with no explicit sensuality. YouTube sensation Laura McKinney has one goal-to live life to its fullest by

accepting challenges from all around the world and filming them. She believes long-term relationships are for idiots, and marriage is ridiculous. Max Connelly

reckons that makes her exactly his kind of woman. But Max is pursuing his own dream, building his mountain resort into the place to be in the southern

hemisphere. He knows what her publicity could do for his resort so he issues his own challenge-to get married. After all, it wouldn't mean anything to either of

them. Would it? Max and Laura first appeared in Summer At the Lakehouse Café, book 6 of The Mackenzies. For more information on Diana's New Zealand
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series, keep reading! Lantern Bay Yours to Give Yours to Treasure Yours to Cherish Yours to Keep The Mackenzies A Place Called Home The View from Cliff

House Escape to Shelter Springs What You See in the Stars Second Chance at Whisper Creek Summer at the Lakehouse Café

At the Sheikh's Command Diana Fraser A powerful, sexy sheikh, a woman on a mission, and a second-chance romance... Sheikh Darrius, King of Sirfa, has

never gotten over his lover walking out on him eight years earlier. The evidence had been clear—she didn’t see her future with him. So he’d moved on, married,

divorced, and was now looking for a new wife who could give him the children his country needed. There’s only one thing he wants when Leonora returns to

his country—to rid himself of the hold she has over his wandering thoughts during the day, and his erotic dreams at night. He knows there was nothing like a

dose of reality to destroy an illusion. And she’s just provided the perfect opportunity to do that. Dr. Leonora Cooper is determined to do two things—find the

mysterious Bahr al Noor diamond which will secure her promotion and get over Darrius, who’d broken her heart years earlier. So she travels to Sirfa where she

can accomplish both goals. How hard can it be? Very hard, as it turns out. Because it’s not the country, or the mystery, but the man who rules it who turns out

to be her greatest challenge… Diana's Books —Diamond Sheikhs-- At the Sheikh’s Command At the Sheikh’s Bidding At the Sheikh’s Pleasure --Secrets of the

Sheikhs-- The Sheikh's Revenge by Seduction The Sheikh's Secret Love Child The Sheikh's Marriage Trap --The Sheikhs of Havilah-- The Sheikh’s Secret

Baby Bought by the Sheikh The Sheikh’s Forbidden Lover Surrender to the Sheikh Taken for the Sheikh's Harem --Desert Kings-- Wanted: A Wife for the

Sheikh The Sheikh's Bargain Bride The Sheikh's Lost Lover Awakened by the Sheikh Claimed by the Sheikh Wanted: A Baby by the Sheikh --British

Billionaires-- The Billionaire's Contract Marriage The Billionaire's Impossible CEO The Billionaire's Secret Baby --Italian Romance-- The Italian’s Perfect Lover

Seduced by the Italian The Passionate Italian An Accidental Christmas --Medieval Romance Written as Saskia Knight-- Claiming His Lady Seducing His Lady

Awakening His Lady Defending His Lady Honoring His Lady

Yours to Treasure Diana Fraser 2017-10-28 A celebrity chef returning home to face her past mistakes, a principled ex-rugby player who wants a life away from

the spotlight, and a heartbreaking secret which threatens to tear them apart... Celebrity chef Rachel Connelly has it all-brilliant career, friends and family. But, at

28, she wants a relationship with a man who doesn't consider using compromising photos of herself to be a career move, and who doesn't believe it's his manly

duty to make love to as many women as possible. After one failed love affair too many, she realizes she needs to sort herself out and there's only one way to

do that. Return to the place where it all began-Belendroit, her family home-and uncover the secrets surrounding a decision she made ten years earlier. Ever

since his birth mother uprooted him from his happy childhood, ex-professional rugby player Zane Black, has been determined to succeed-but only on his terms.

He's principled, he's focused, and he refuses to compromise on anything. Particularly when it comes to protecting the two things in the world which are most

important to him-his loved ones and his people. But when he has to hurt one loved one in order to protect another, his black and white world shatters... Lantern

Bay Yours to Give Yours to Treasure Yours to Cherish Yours to Keep The Mackenzies A Place Called Home The View from Cliff House Escape to Shelter

Springs What You See in the Stars Second Chance at Whisper Creek Summer at the Lakehouse Café

Wanted: A Baby by the Sheikh Diana Fraser 2016-02-28

The Sheikh's Secret Baby Diana Fraser A controlling sheikh with a secret, a beautiful model with a broken heart, forced into a marriage to save their son. When

Sheikh Amir al-Rahman discovers his son is sick, he has no choice but to make contact with his despised ex lover, Ruby, the woman who gave their son up for

adoption. She’s his only hope. After an extreme bout of post-natal depression Ruby Armand had been tricked into giving up her son for adoption and she’s

been searching for him ever since. Now, five years later, Amir tells her their son has been living with him all the time, and that only she can save him. But now

she’s found her son, Ruby has no intention of ever leaving him again. So she proposes a marriage of convenience: she gets to stay with her son, and Amir

gets what he wants—siblings for his child. A marriage made in heaven… or hell? The Sheikhs of Havilah The Sheikh’s Secret Baby Bought by the Sheikh The

Sheikh’s Forbidden Lover Surrender to the Sheikh Taken for the Sheikh's Harem Secrets of the Sheikhs The Sheikh’s Revenge by Seduction The Sheikh’s

Secret Love Child The Sheikh’s Marriage Trap Desert Kings Wanted: A Wife for the Sheikh The Sheikh’s Bargain Bride The Sheikh's Lost Lover Awakened by

the Sheikh Claimed by the Sheikh Wanted: A Baby by the Sheikh

The Mackenzies Complete Boxed Set Sophie Haydon 2017 These emotional and suspenseful romances will give you all the feels! Sit back, put your feet up and

prepare to go on a journey with the Mackenzie brothers and their close friends as they fall in love. But don’t expect an easy road to their happy ever afters!

There are intense emotions and unexpected twists and turns because these macho men fall for strong women with minds of their own! If you love women's

fiction with no profanity and no explicit sex scenes (contains mild sexual content only), The Mackenzies series is a great fit for you! This boxed set contains the

complete six-book series: A Place Called Home Secrets at Parata Bay Escape to Shelter Springs What you see in the Stars Second Chance at Whisper Creek

Summer at the Lakehouse Café A Place Called Home An art restorer looking for a home. A commitment-phobe running from his emotions. A painting which

brings them together but which reveals a mysterious past from which neither can escape… Secrets at Parata Bay A grieving mother intent on revenge. A

millionaire who values honesty above all else. A love threatened by the legacy of family… Escape to Shelter Springs A woman wanting freedom. A man

determined to keep his family safe and secure. A marriage doomed before it’s begun… What You See in the Stars A nerdy astronomer. A macho cowboy. And

a heartache that neither could have seen in the stars… Second Chance at Whisper Creek A woman who values her independence. A playboy who wants to

make amends for past mistakes. A trust that has to be earned… Summer at the Lakehouse Café A staunchly independent solo mum. A winemaker who has lost

his family. A summer in which to learn to trust again. The stories continue with the Connelly family of Lantern Bay (also available as a boxed set). Yours to

Give Yours to Treasure Yours to Cherish Yours to Keep Yours Forever Yours to Love Happy reading!

Her Retreat Diana Fraser 2014-09-01 An emotional romance that pulls at the heartstrings. Interior designer Isabella, Contessa di Sorano, is skilled at creating

beautiful facades that cover a multitude of sins, especially when it comes to herself. Behind her immaculate appearance she hides a heart-breaking secret she's

determined to keep. But when she's forced to sell the Castello Romitorio and accept a lucrative contract from her ex lover, she can no longer avoid facing up to

her painful past. Seven years earlier, Luca Vittori had been rejected by Isabella and he'd left Italy. But now he's back to honor a promise he made to his

grandmother to hire Isabella to redecorate the castello. He just wants it over and done with so he can return to his home in Australia. Trouble is, he hadn't

planned on re-igniting a passion he'd hoped was long dead--a passion which threatens to destroy before it can heal...

Secret Baby Diana Fraser 1901 Don’t you love it when you stumble across your favorite theme in a book—such as secret baby, second chance, enemies to

lovers, or women in danger? As an author of over thirty books I thought it would be fun to select books from my catalog and combine them together by theme.

So I did, and my Desert Duets was born! So pour yourself a cup or glass of your favorite drink, some chocolates (of course), get comfy, and spoil yourself with

a double helping of your favorite type of romance! —Secret Baby— A child revealed, a marriage of convenience, an impossible love… **The Sheikh's Secret

Baby** A controlling sheikh with a secret, a beautiful model with a broken heart, forced into a marriage to save their son. But can it save their love? **The

Sheikh’s Bargain Bride** The ultimate controlling sheikh, Zahir Al-Zaman is so obsessed with freedom-loving Anna Whitman that he traps her into marriage. But

he won't force her into his bed; he has his strategies for seduction. *** The Desert Duets series includes: Secret Baby Second Chance Enemies to Lovers

Women in Danger

The Italian's Perfect Lover Diana Fraser 2013-07-26 How can someone as perfect as Alessandro, a handsome Italian count, fall for someone as imperfect as

Emily-the survivor of foster homes that left mental scars, and an abusive relationship that left physical scars? Impossible! Nothing for it but for Emily, an

archaeologist, to focus on what she does best-live in the past and avoid love at any cost. But Emily can't avoid Alessandro when she finds out he owns the

estate where she's discovered an ancient Roman site. And restoring the Aphrodite Mosaic has become an obsession with Emily-an obsession Alessandro can't

understand. Alessandro has no interest in digging up the past because, despite appearances, he bears his own scars. Consumed by guilt over the death of his

wife and son, commitment-shy Alessandro lives only for the pleasures of the present. But he hadn't reckoned on falling in love. And love, he discovers, forces

difficult choices...

At the Sheikh's Bidding Diana Fraser A controlling sheikh, a woman determined to be free, and a second-chance romance… Sheikh Amare has never forgotten

the Australian surfer with whom he had a passionate one-night stand two years earlier. He’d immediately known she was the one for him but he’d made a

mistake. He’d told her they would marry, and she’d disappeared from his life without trace. But now their paths have crossed once more and he won’t make

the same mistake again. This time when he asks her, she’ll say yes. There can be no other outcome. Dr. Janey Montgomerie wants nothing to do with

controlling men. Her self-esteem has suffered at the hands of one—her father—and she is determined never to allow anyone to control her ever again. She has

her sights firmly set on succeeding in her career but is devastated to discover that her success is dependent on working with the man she’d run from two years

earlier—Amare. The man who makes her heart and body sing, but who scares her like no other. Janey is determined to let nothing get in her way of finding the

elusive Bahr Al Noor diamond. But maybe someone can… a controlling man… a sheikh… an equally determined lover Diana's Books —Diamond Sheikhs-- At the

Sheikh’s Command At the Sheikh’s Bidding At the Sheikh’s Pleasure --Secrets of the Sheikhs-- The Sheikh's Revenge by Seduction The Sheikh's Secret Love

Child The Sheikh's Marriage Trap --The Sheikhs of Havilah-- The Sheikh’s Secret Baby Bought by the Sheikh The Sheikh’s Forbidden Lover Surrender to the

Sheikh Taken for the Sheikh's Harem --Desert Kings-- Wanted: A Wife for the Sheikh The Sheikh's Bargain Bride The Sheikh's Lost Lover Awakened by the

Sheikh Claimed by the Sheikh Wanted: A Baby by the Sheikh --British Billionaires-- The Billionaire's Contract Marriage The Billionaire's Impossible CEO The

Billionaire's Secret Baby --Italian Romance-- The Italian’s Perfect Lover Seduced by the Italian The Passionate Italian An Accidental Christmas --Medieval

Romance Written as Saskia Knight-- Claiming His Lady Seducing His Lady Awakening His Lady Defending His Lady Honoring His Lady

The Billionaire's Secret Baby Diana Fraser 2023-04-30 A billionaire looking for the woman who carries his child. But, how to make things right when there’s so

much wrong? Polo-player billionaire Harrison Richmond turns his back on his glamorous lifestyle when he discovers the one woman who touched his heart and

who promptly disappeared is pregnant with his child. Despite Paris Knight’s exotic upbringing, she wants for her child what she never had—love and kindness

and to be raised away from the glare of the world’s media. It’s the only way she’s prepared to raise her child. But Paris hadn’t counted on Harrison’s own

powerful motivation. He refuses to be like his father and allow his children to be raised by other people. There is only one way, and it’s his… The Billionaire's

Secret Baby is the third book in Diana's British Billionaires series. 1. The Billionaire’s Contract Marriage (Sebastian) 2. The Billionaire's Impossible CEO

(Alexander) 3. The Billionaire's Secret Baby (Harrison) Other books by Diana Fraser: Italian Romance 1. The Italian’s Perfect Lover 2. Seduced by the Italian 3.

The Passionate Italian 4. An Accidental Christmas The Sheikhs of Havilah 1. The Sheikh’s Secret Baby 2. Bought by the Sheikh 3. The Sheikh’s Forbidden

Lover 4. Surrender to the Sheikh 5. Taken for the Sheikh's Harem Secrets of the Sheikhs 1. The Sheikh’s Revenge by Seduction 2. The Sheikh’s Secret Love

Child 3. The Sheikh’s Marriage Trap Desert Kings 1. Wanted: A Wife for the Sheikh 2. The Sheikh’s Bargain Bride 3. The Sheikh's Lost Lover 4. Awakened by

the Sheikh 5. Claimed by the Sheikh 6. Wanted: A Baby by the Sheikh

The Pa's Revenge Diana Fraser 2018-06-11 Cassandra Lee doesn't do emotion. Why would you want to feel anything when your son and father have died in

horrific circumstances? Why would you want to do anything other than exact revenge on the man you hold responsible for the tragedy? Revenge is her only

focus so she studies his business and revamps her image with the aim of becoming his PA and sabotaging his fortune. And Dallas Mackenzie's wealth is

important to him. He's restored his family's fortunes after his father nearly lost everything through drink, violence and deceit. He believes he's inherited his

father's violent temper and alcoholism and is determined not to succumb to them. He values honesty above all else and focuses on working hard and avoiding

emotional attachment at any cost, even an empty life. But empty lives can be filled-at least for a short while-and Dallas sets out to seduce Cassandra.

Unfortunately seduction-and her body's responses to this arrogant, powerful and sexy man-wasn't something Cassandra could prepare for. She just hopes that

his interest-and her resistance-will hold out long enough to ruin him... -The Mackenzies- Book 1-The Real Thing Book 2-The PA's Revenge Book 3-The

Marriage Trap Book 4-The Cowboy's Craving Book 5-The Playboy's Redemption Book 6-The Lakehouse Café

The Sheikh’s Bargain Bride Diana Fraser 2011-12-01 "I always loved your book. Every time i read ur books its always moved me. its like i'm watching it and i'm

feeling what they feel." (Google Play review) "...powerful and unadulterated romance leaps off of the page and transports the reader to a different world. The

chemistry between Anna and Zahir is exquisite and the descriptions of the scenery and settings are breathtaking. A must for fans of classic, passionate true

romance." (coffeetimeromance.com) Anna Whitman wants is to live a free and independent life, but she's forced to accept a marriage of convenience so she

can live with her son. Sheikh Zahir Al-Zaman is a ruthless desert warrior who believes the only way he can control his obsession with Anna is to possess her.

And he'll do almost anything--even kidnap her son--to have her. But Zahir will not force her into his bed. He has his strategies for seduction--strategies Anna

finds increasingly hard to resist. But she won't have a relationship based on lies. And how can she reveal her secrets when they will shatter the beliefs he holds

most dear? --Desert Kings-- Wanted: A Wife for the Sheikh The Sheikh's Bargain Bride The Sheikh's Lost Lover Awakened by the Sheikh Claimed by the

Sheikh Wanted: A Baby by the Sheikh --The Sheikhs of Havilah-- The Sheikh’s Secret Baby Bought by the Sheikh The Sheikh’s Forbidden Lover Surrender to

the Sheikh Taken for the Sheikh's Harem --Secrets of the Sheikhs-- The Sheikh's Revenge by Seduction The Sheikh's Secret Love Child The Sheikh's Marriage

Trap

Claimed by the Sheikh Diana Fraser 2015-06-25 Prince Sahmir al Fulan had one more night in Paris before returning home to Ma'in to begin a new life, with an

arranged marriage, in a country he'd help make wealthy. And that was fine by him. He'd failed the women in his life before and he had no intention of opening

his heart and making the same mistakes again. But then Aurora de Chambery came running into his life, down a snowy street, wearing nothing but an evening

dress. And his impulsive, gallant nature won out. He had to rescue her from the man she was running from. Even if it meant risking not only his life and

reputation, but his heart. Despite appearances, beautiful French aristocrat Aurora de Chambery, better known to her family as Rory, is an out and out tomboy.

She'd rather be stomping about in gumboots through the fields of her impoverished family estate than dressed to the nines, mixing with the rich and famous.

But when her father loses the family estate to a Russian mafia boss through gambling, she ends up being held against her will by the Russian. Her only hope

of escape is to be won at cards by a foreign Prince and taken far from the land she loves. It's not the stuff of her dreams and she plans to escape just as soon

as she can. What she hadn't planned for was a baby...

Finding Fraser kc dyer 2016-02-26 “Jamie Fraser would be Deeply Gratified at having inspired such a charmingly funny, poignant story—and so am I.”—Diana

Gabaldon, #1 New York Times bestselling author of the Outlander series Escape to Scotland with the delightful novel that readers have fallen in love

with—inspired by Diana Gabaldon’s #1 New York Times bestselling Outlander series. I met Jamie Fraser when I was nineteen years old. He was tall, red-

headed, and at our first meeting at least, a virgin. He was, in fact, the perfect man. That he was fictional hardly entered into it... On the cusp of thirty, Emma

Sheridan is desperately in need of a change. After a string of failed relationships, she can admit that no man has ever lived up to her idea of perfection: the

Scottish fictional star of romantic fantasies the world over—James Alexander Malcolm MacKenzie Fraser. Her ideal man might be ripped from the pages of a

book, but Emma hopes that by making one life-altering decision she might be able to turn fiction into fact. After selling all her worldly possessions, Emma takes

off for Scotland with nothing but her burgeoning travel blog to confide in. But as she scours the country’s rolling green hills and crumbling castles, Emma

discovers that in searching for her own Jamie Fraser, she just might find herself.

Desert Kings Boxed Set Diana Fraser 2016-04-02 Escape to the land of the Desert Kings with this boxed set containing the first three books in the series:

Wanted: A Wife for the Sheikh, The Sheikh’s Bargain Bride, and The Sheikh’s Lost Lover. You’ll find powerful sheikhs, strong women, and mystery and

intrigue. Pour a glass of something long and cool and sit back and enjoy the heat and passion which await you in the land of the Desert Kings. Wanted: A Wife

for the Sheikh (Desert Kings #1) Crown Prince Malek of Sumaira needs the respectability of a wife—fast. Or at least his country does. And his new PA is happy

to help him find one. After looking after her sick mother for years, the last thing Sophie wants is to be tied down. But will the idea of being tied down by this

Michael Fassbender clone become an obsession she needs to get out of her system before it’s too late? The Sheikh’s Bargain Bride (Desert Kings #2) The

ultimate controlling sheikh, Zahir Al-Zaman is so obsessed with freedom-loving Anna Whitman that he traps her into marriage. But he won’t force her into his

bed; he has his strategies for seduction. Despite an intense attraction, Anna refuses to be seduced because she won’t have a relationship based on lies. But

how can she reveal secrets that will destroy the beliefs he holds most dear? The Sheikh’s Lost Lover (Desert Kings #3) When commitment-phobe Lucy finds

herself falling for the King of Sitra, she wants to run. But she can’t. He’s her only clue to her missing sister. Razeen is determined to do his duty as King, even

if it means an arranged marriage. But he has two weeks before he has to choose a wife. Two weeks in which to have an affair with Lucy. What could go

wrong? The Desert Kings series continues with books 4, 5 and 6: Awakened by the Sheikh Claimed by the Sheikh Wanted: A Baby by the Sheikh *** The

Sheikhs of Havilah The Sheikh’s Secret Baby Bought by the Sheikh The Sheikh’s Forbidden Lover Surrender to the Sheikh Taken for the Sheikh's Harem

Secrets of the Sheikhs The Sheikh’s Revenge by Seduction The Sheikh’s Secret Love Child The Sheikh’s Marriage Trap Desert Kings Wanted: A Wife for the

Sheikh The Sheikh’s Bargain Bride The Sheikh's Lost Lover Awakened by the Sheikh Claimed by the Sheikh Wanted: A Baby by the Sheikh British Billionaires

The Billionaire's Contract Marriage The Billionaire's Impossible CEO The Billionaire's Secret Baby

Enemies to Lovers Diana Fraser 1900 Don’t you love it when you stumble across your favorite theme in a book—such as secret baby, second chance, enemies

to lovers, or women in danger? As an author of over thirty books I thought it would be fun to select books from my catalog and combine them together by

theme. So I did, and my Desert Duets was born! So pour yourself a cup or glass of your favorite drink, some chocolates (of course), get comfy, and spoil

yourself with a double helping of your favorite type of romance! —Enemies to Lovers— No reason to love, every reason to hate, a love beyond reason…

**Surrender to the Sheikh** Playboy sheikh, Xander, and fiery sheikha, Elaheh, dislike each on sight but are forced together when Elaheh's safety is

threatened. Will it bring them closer, or set them, and their countries, on a collision course? **The Sheikh's Lost Lover** When commitment-phobe Lucy finds

herself falling for the King of Sitra, she wants to run. But she can't. He's her only clue to her missing sister. Razeen is determined to do his duty as King, even

if it means an arranged marriage. But he has two weeks before he has to choose a wife. Two weeks in which to have an affair with Lucy. What could go

wrong? *** The Desert Duets series includes: Secret Baby Second Chance Enemies to Lovers Women in Danger

British Billionaires Boxed Set (The Complete Series) Diana Fraser Three hard-hearted billionaires and three women who bring them to their knees! Tainted by

their father’s legacy of emotional neglect, each man must fight his inner demon to find love. But it’s not an easy road to happiness, especially when each of the

three women are strong and have their own issues to confront… This boxed set contains all three of their stories—three contemporary, page-turning romances:

The Billionaire's Contract Marriage (Sebastian and Indra) The Billionaire's Impossible CEO (Alexander and Lily) The Billionaire's Secret Baby (Harrison and

Paris) So forget the craziness of our real world, settle down in a comfy chair with your favorite pet, drink and chocolate, and lose yourself in the world of the

British Billionaires. Diana's Books (in order of most recent series) Diamond Sheikhs At the Sheikh’s Command At the Sheikh’s Bidding At the Sheikh’s Pleasure

British Billionaires The Billionaire's Contract Marriage The Billionaire's Impossible CEO The Billionaire's Secret Baby Secrets of the Sheikhs The Sheikh's

Revenge by Seduction The Sheikh's Secret Love Child The Sheikh's Marriage Trap The Sheikhs of Havilah The Sheikh’s Secret Baby Bought by the Sheikh

The Sheikh’s Forbidden Lover Surrender to the Sheikh Taken for the Sheikh's Harem Desert Kings Wanted: A Wife for the Sheikh The Sheikh's Bargain Bride

The Sheikh's Lost Lover Awakened by the Sheikh Claimed by the Sheikh Wanted: A Baby by the Sheikh Italian Romance The Italian’s Perfect Lover Seduced

by the Italian The Passionate Italian An Accidental Christmas Medieval Romance Written as Saskia Knight Claiming His Lady Seducing His Lady Awakening

His Lady Defending His Lady Honoring His Lady

Surrender to the Sheikh Diana Fraser 2021-01-30 Playboy sheikh, Xander, wants a trophy wife, and Elaheh, a fiery sheikha, has no interest in marriage

whatsoever. Xander and Elaheh dislike each other at first meeting, and sparks continue to fly as they work with the other Kings of Havilah to bring peace and

prosperity to their region. But the distance they agree to keep from each other is destroyed when Elaheh is forced to accept Xander’s protection. Will this

forced proximity bring them closer, or set them, and their countries, on a collision course? The Sheikhs of Havilah The Sheikh’s Secret Baby Bought by the

Sheikh The Sheikh’s Forbidden Lover Surrender to the Sheikh Taken for the Sheikh's Harem Secrets of the Sheikhs The Sheikh’s Revenge by Seduction The

Sheikh’s Secret Love Child The Sheikh’s Marriage Trap Desert Kings Wanted: A Wife for the Sheikh The Sheikh’s Bargain Bride The Sheikh's Lost Lover

Awakened by the Sheikh Claimed by the Sheikh Wanted: A Baby by the Sheikh
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